SONOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF MULTIFOCAL PAPILLARY THYROID CARCINOMAS.
It is uncertain whether papillary thyroid carcinomas (PTCs) of the same subtype display similar sonographic features. This retrospective analysis of pre-operative sonographic and pathologic findings aimed to assess whether PTCs of the same subtype share sonographic features. Before undergoing thyroid surgery, 137 patients underwent ultrasound (US) examination. A single radiologist used a picture archiving and communication system and pathologic reports to investigate all sonographic features of the largest and second largest PTCs. Additionally, the radiologist evaluated the similarity of sonographic features between primary (largest), secondary (second largest), and daughter (secondary with same subtype as the primary) PTCs. Of the 137 PTC patients, 48 (35.0%) had multiple PTCs; however, 5 had no US images of the secondary PTC. Of the 43 secondary PTCs with US images, 9 (20.9%) secondary PTCs were of a different subtype than the primary PTC and revealed sonographic features that differed from those of the primary PTC. Of the 48 patients with multiple PTCs, the subtype was the same in the primary and secondary PTCs in 34 (70.8%) patients. Of the 34 daughter PTCs, 32 (94.1%) had sonographic features similar to those of the primary PTC, whereas 2 (5.9%) showed different sonographic features than the primary PTC. There was no significant difference between primary and daughter PTCs in the size, location, sonographic features, or Korean Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System category ( P>.05). Daughter PTCs show similar sonographic features as the primary PTC. K-TIRADS = Korean Thyroid Imaging Reporting and Data System; PTC = papillary thyroid carcinoma; US = ultrasound.